Certificate Course In
CONTRACTUAL DISPUTES AND
CLAIMS

VENUE:
3, Soon Lee Street
#05-22, Pioneer Junction
Singapore 627 606

DATE:
Refer to Schedule

TIME:
Refer to Schedule

COURSE FEE:
S$180/(Refreshments Provided)

ACCREDATIONS:

INTRODUCTION
Contracts
all disputes within the construction industry and between the construction industry and building owners is a
matter of obvious importance. Therefore it is important to be able to present or defend a claim completely
and accurately. Depending on the nature of the claim, documents and records are needed to establish
each claim. Construction claims should ideally be managed and resolved during the course of the
construction. Meaningful resources should be used to ensure that a good document management policy
and system are implemented. The trainer has extensive experience in construction claims, having been on
all sides of a claim, as well as providing valuable information, insight and experience.

COURSE COVERAGE/ OBJECTIVES
Understanding disputes in construction contracts
Common sources of construction disputes
Understanding the importance of claims
How to prepare claims
Importance of documents during a crisis
Statutory right to adjudication (SOP)
Q&A

TARGET AUDIENCE
6 PDU/6 CET POINTS
(Pending Approval)

Commercial Managers / Contract Managers / Quantity Surveyors
Project Directors / Project Managers
Practicing Construction Professionals

CONTACT
Ms Herin
Mobile: 8186 3644
Tel: 6734 4579
Email: herin@rstar.com.sg
STAR ACADEMY PTE LTD
3 Soon Lee Street, # 05-22
Pioneer Junction
Singapore 627 606

Mr Gopi is in Management Position
of all aspects of contract administration, from drafting, awarding and monitoring sub contracts, administrating main contracts, providing legal opinions, resolving disputes
non litigiously, to final accounts. He has a distinctive approach and knack for
interpreting the provisions of the contract and displays great acumen in this field. He
is enthusiastic with potential leadership and competence in his field. He is proven to
be conscientious, and efficiently informative. He has the depth and breadth to
handle both contentious and non-contentious work. He is well positioned to advise
the top management on all aspects of construction and project work from inception
to completion, including the drafting of various forms of construction and project
documentation.

